EVERYTHING you need in Energy Equipment


For details and bidding, visit kruseenergy.com or call 405.745.3733
Purchasers who are tax exempt MUST provide a copy of their SALES and USE TAX PERMIT at the time of BIDDER REGISTRATION. The company Federal Identification Number, or for a proprietorship, the purchaser’s social security number will also be required at registration.

BRING A COPY OF YOUR SALES TAX PERMIT

A 2.5% Administrative Fee will be charged on all purchases for onsite bidders and 5% for internet bidders.

An absentee bidding form must be completed and received 24 hours prior to the auction. Absentee Bids Only Allowed with 50% DEPOSIT OF MAXIMUM BID and WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS to Odessa Office 24 HOURS PRIOR TO AUCTION, NO EXCEPTIONS.

ABSENTEE BIDS

Foreign Buyer Notice

Kruse Energy welcomes buyers from all over the world, you must be pre-approved 48 hours before auction to register to bid. For further information contact bfield@kruse.com

FOREIGN BUYER NOTICE

Auctioneers: Rick Russell, Butch Graham, Chad M. Johnson, TX Lic# 17668

Proudly associated with

NAA
Auctioneer

AESC

IADC
YARD 1 – OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

2010 & 2012 PETE 378 2-Axle Tractor

FORUM OEM Handling, Rotating & Casing

2012 MSI 1000 Quint Dbl Pumper w/ (2) MSI 1000 Quint’s p/b (2) CUMMINS QSK23-C’s, (1) ALLISON 8861 & (1) POWERFORCE DP8962 Trans, Mtd on ATOKA 4-Axle Trlr • 2012 ENERFLOW IND. Quint Dbl Pumper w/ (2) SPM QWS-1000 Quint’s, (1) p/b CUMMINS QSK23-C, (1) ALLISON 8861 Trans, Mtd. on ATOKA 4-Axle Trlr • 2007 G. DENVER Triplex Dbl Pumper w/ (1) G. DENVER OPI-600 Triplex p/b CAT C-18, EATON Road ranger Trans, Mtd. on LIDDELL T/A Trlr • 2007 CS&P TECHNOLOGIES Dbl Nitrogen Pumper w/(1) MSITIH-600 Fluid/Nitrogen Combo Triplex p/b DE-TROIT S-60, ALLISON 750 Trans, CS&P TECH Nitrogen Pump p/b Hyd. Motor, HPU p/b DETROIT S-60, Mixing Tank & Nitrogen Tank, Mtd. on ATOKA 3-Axle Trlr • 2005 ACD High-Rate Nitrogen Pumper w/ACD Triplex p/b CAT C-15, ALLISON 750 Trans, Nitrogen Tank, Mtd. on KALYN T/A Trlr • 2012 CS&P TECHNOLOGIES Low-Rate Nitrogen Pumper w/CS&P TECH Triplex p/b HPU & CUMMINS QSK-15-600, Nitrogen Tank, Mtd. on ATOKA 3-Axle Trlr • 2007 CS&P TECHNOLOGIES Low-Rate Nitrogen Pumper w/CS&P TECH Triplex p/b HPU & DETROIT S-60, Nitrogen Tank, Mtd. on ATOKA T/A Trlr • 2001 L+S CRYOGENICS Nitrogen Pumper w/L+S CRYO Type 3-SLS Triplex p/b CAT C-15, ALLISON 750 Trans, Nitrogen Tank, Mtd. on FONATINE T/A Trlr • 2006 PETE T/A Liquid Pumper w/SPM 600 Triplex p/b CAT 3176, EATON 8-Spd • 2001 ACD Reciprocating Nitrogen Pumper w/ACD 3-SZGU Triplex, Nitrogen Tank, Mtd. on FONATINE T/A Trlr • (2) 2005 WESTERN STAR Body Load, Sgl Pumper Cementers, EA p/b CAT C-15’s w/G.DENVER 600HP Triplex Pumps p/b J-D4-Cyl, Twin 20-Bbl Tanks

2006 PETE SPM 600 Triplex Liquid Pumper

NOV HYDRA RIG 560 Coiled Tubing Unit

2007 CS&P TECHNOLOGIES Nitrogen DBL Pumper


11 – Forum OEM Cent Pumps

1 of 2 – 2005 WESTERN STAR Cement Pumper

2007 CS&P TECHNOLOGIES Nitrogen DBL Pumper

1 of 2 – 2005 WESTERN STAR Cement Pumper

2006 PETE SPM 600 Triplex Liquid Pumper

2007 MERTZ SandCastle PS-2500 V-Storage

Address: Kruse Energy – 6501 SW 44th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73179
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 5:00
Contact: (405) 745-3733
Load Out Available – Max Limit 15,000#

CASING

2000 INT’L T/A Laydown Truck w/ Sleeper p/b 6-Cyl Diesel, GEAROMATIC 50 & 25 Winches, Trough & Kickers • TEDA TQ340-35 Power Tong (UNUSED) • YT Elev • (4) Side Doors • (4) DU Slips

DCs / HWDP / COMPONENTS

(8) 8” Drill Collars w/ 6-5/8Reg Conn (NEW w/ Certs); (4) Slick & (4) Spiral (8) 8-1/4” Drill Collars; (4) Slick & (4) Spiral • (17) 4-1/16” thru 4-1/2” Slick Drill Collars • (34) 3” thru 3-1/2” Slick Drill Collars • (9) 3-1/6” thru 4-1/2” Spiral Drill Collars • (40) Jts 4” XT-39, (29) Jts 4-1/2” XH • (14) Jts 5” w/ 4-1/2” IF (Heavy Weight Drill Pipe) • (2) 4-1/4” Hex Kelly's • (5,580’) 2-7/8 PH-6, P-110, 7,90# Tubing w/ Hydril Conn • (6) BICO 2-7/8 Mud Motors & (2) Housings & (15) Check Valves • (2) GO-GETTER Hyd Pipe Tubs • (8) NRP JONES 3-1/2” ID Rotary/ Vibrator Hoses (NEW w/ Certs) • (4) Spools of 5M Hyd Hoses (UNUSED) CAN-RIG 275-Ton Top Drive Block/Hook • AMERICAN 350-Ton Block • IDECO Shorty 160-Ton Block/Hook • SHAFFER/ NOV LTX 13-5/8 10M Db1 • HYDRIL GK 11” 5M Ann • REGAN 3M Ann. • CAMERON 11” 5M Db1 & Sgl • Spacer & Adapter Spools • IDECO 23” Rot Table • OWI 35C7 Spinner • (2) NAT’L Deadlines • Bull gear & Pinion Gear f/ NAT’L 12P-160 • 1-R HSU, HS5 & RAM HUR40 Air Hoists & BRADEN Man Rider

FLUSHBY / WELL SERVICE RIG

2012 FLUSH-BY / ROD RIG, Mtd on KENWORTH W900B Tandem Drive S/ Steer p/b Paccar MX-10 w/ FULLER 18spd Trans on a 295” WB, 50’ x 50,000# SHL on 2 Lines (Internally Guyed) Free-Standing (Vertical or Slant Mast) w/ HUTCHISON (11,000 liter) Circulation Tank & MUD KING Triplex Pump • 1980 KREMC0 600 D/D Well Service Rig Mtd. on 5-Axle Back-In Carrier • BOWEN S2.5 Power Swivel p/b DET. 3-53, Skidded • CAT 3412 w/ ALLISON CLB 6061-6 Trans PECK O MATIC Tong • FOSTER Rod Tong • (2) Lift Cyl • 2011 & 2012 WW T/A Enclosed Gooseneck Steam Trailers w/ (2) HOTSY Washers w/ 725-Gal Tank (2) 2012 WW T/A Enclosed Gooseneck Trlr w/ (2) AR Washers p/b KOHLER Diesel • 200-Bbl 4-Phase 375PSI Separator • 1977 TEXAS TANQUE 24x10 1000PSI Separator w/ Scrubber Mtd on T/A BP Trlr • Lg Amount of 2” & 3” 1-15’L Strates, Plug Valves, Ells, Tees, (3) Ground Manifolds

OEM UNUSED SURPLUS

(2) 6-1/2” Drill Collars • 14x12x22 Blender Pump • (18) Asst. Cent Pumps • (4) FB1600 5M Fluid Ends • (11) Discharge Modules • (6) Asst. Liners • 27-1/2” Split MB • Kelly Bushing Rollers, Drive Pins, Lock screws & Washers • VAR-CO 4-1/2”-24” Slips w/ Top & Bottom Guides • 7”-9-5/8” Scrapper Blades • (3) CMS Slips; 24” & (2) 30” • (16) SD Elevs. • (2) TA-100’s • (6) Sgl. Joint Elevs. • (7) AAX Tongs w/ Lg Amount of Surplus Jaws and Parts • (82) 1” & (2) 3/4” HD Hoses • LH Turbine Motor • Lg amount of TESCO Clamp Dies

YARD 2 – OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

4 | February 27, 2019 (Wednesday)
TOP DRIVES/DRILLPIPE/PUMPS

2010, TESCO 250 Ton HXI 700 (750HP) Top Drive, Yoke w/ Counterbalance System, Integrated Swivel, Torque Bushing w/ Extension Arms, Torque Track, Pipe Handler System, NC 50 Load Path, Mud saver Valve all on Transportation Stand

2010, TESCO HXI 700 (750HP) HPU p/b DETROIT 12V-2000 w/ (4) SUER DANFOSS Hyd Pump Drive & Filter Manifold, Elec & Hyd Control Station w/ Hyd Reservoir / Cooler, Top Drive Power Loop on Integrated Hose Reel w/ Control Cables

2010, FDS AXXON 250 Ton (540HP) Top Drive, Yoke w/ Counterbalance System, Integrated Swivel, Torque Bushing w/ Extension Arms, Torque Track, Pipe Handler System, NC 50 Load Path, all on Transportation Stand

2011, WARRIOR 250 Ton 250H15HR (630HP) Top Drive, w/ Counterbalance System, Integrated Swivel, Torque Bushing w/ Extension Arms, Torque Track, Pipe Handler System, NC 50 Load Path, all on Transportation Stand

2011, WARRIOR HPU, p/b CAT C18 (630HP) w/ (2) PARKER Hyd Pump Drive & Filter Manifold, Elec & Hyd Control Station w/ Hyd Reservoir / Cooler, Top Drive Power Loop on Integrated Hose Reel w/ Control Cables

2010, FDS AXXON 250 Ton HPU, p/b CAT C15 (540HP) w/ (2) PARKER Hyd Pump Drive Elec & Hyd Control Station w/ Hyd Reservoir / Cooler, Top Drive Power Loop on Integrated Hose Reel w/ Control Cables

Reservoir / Cooler, Top Drive Power Loop on Integrated Hose Reel w/ Control Cables

2010, FDS AXXON 250 Ton (540HP) Top Drive, Yoke w/ Counterbalance System, Integrated Swivel, Torque Bushing w/ Extension Arms, Torque Track, Pipe Handler System, NC 50 Load Path, all on Transportation Stand

2010, FDS AXXON 250 Ton HPU, p/b CAT C15 (540HP) w/ (2) PARKER Hyd Pump Drive Elec & Hyd Control Station w/ Hyd Reservoir / Cooler, Top Drive Power Loop on Integrated Hose Reel w/ Control Cables

YARD 3 – CLINTON, OK

Address: 22495 E 1080 Rd. Clinton, Ok 73601
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: TONY @ (580) 243-9353
No Load Out Available

YARD 4 – HUMELE, TX

Address: HENDERSON Oilfield Products
6750 Bender Rd. Humble, Tx 77396
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: (281) 661-3627
Load Out for Hire

SCR COMPONENTS

(2) KATO 1050KW Gen’s EA p/b CAT 3512
(2) NATIONAL OILWELL A1700 PT Triplex Pumps ea. p/b (2) GE 752 Traction Motors • ROSS HILL 1600 SCR House

YARD COMPONENTS

INTERNET BIDDING
2.5% Onsite Bidding Fee
5% Internet Bidding Fee

kruseenergy.com
GARDNER DENVER 800M Rig  
Address: Unit Drilling  
601 N. Price Rd. Pampa, TX 79065  
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019  
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00  
By Appointment  
Contact: Tom @ (806) 898-1260  
No Load Out Available

1 of 2 – 350 KW DET 60’s Gensets

2 – GARDNER DENVER 700M Drawworks pb CAT D379
Desilter, DRILCO Degasser, (3) Agitators, 150 BBL Premix in Suction Pit • 4’ x 18’ Swing-Up Separator • 11” x 5M Shaffer Spherical Annular • 11” x 5M Shaffer DBL BOP • 6 Station Accumulator • 4-1/16” x 5M Choke Manifold • 10,000 Gal Fuel Tank • 500 BBL Water Tank
(All Engines Started and Full Maint. History Available)

YARD 5 – PAMPA, TX

GARDNER DENVER 700M Rig  
Address: Unit Drilling  
601 N. Price Rd. Pampa, TX 79065  
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019  
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00  
By Appointment  
Contact: Tom @ (806) 898-1260  
No Load Out Available

1 of 2 – CAT 3508 F-1000 IDP Triplex Pumps

2 Bed 2 Bath Crew Quarters Furnished – Late Model x 550,000# SHL Mast, UPRIGHT RIG BUILDERS 16’ Box on Box Sub • IDECO 23-1/2” 475T RT • OILWELL-250T Block • (2) DET 60 Series 350KW MAGNAMAX Generators w/ (2) 30 DG Palatek Screw Comp & GE 9000 Switch Gear • (2) F-1000 HP Pumps p/b CAT D3508 ea. w/ NAT C-300 TQ Conv. • (2) Pit 800 BBL Mud System w/ (2) Derrick FLC-503 Shakers, HARRISBURG 2-Cone Desander, NATIONAL OILWELL 8-Cone

YARD 6 – WOODWARD, OK

GARDNER DENVER 800M Rig  
Address: Journey Services Yard  
8976 OK-15, Woodward, OK 73801  
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019  
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00  
By Appointment  
Contact: Leroy @ (580) 254-1957  
No Load Out Available

1 of 2 GARDNER DENVER PZ-9 ea. pb CAT D398TA

2 – 380 KW CAT C15 Genset, 2 – 30 DG Comps – GE9000SWGear

2 – DERRICK 503G
Unitized Shakers

2 – 380 KW CAT C15 Genset, 2 – 30 DG Comps – GE9000SWGear

1 of 2 GARDNER DENVER PZ-9 ea. pb CAT D398TA

GARDNER DENVER 800M p/b National 110 Compound w/ (2) CAT D398TA ea. w/ NAT C-300 TQ Conv. • DRECO 136’ x 600,000# SHL Mast • DRECO 17-1/2” Box on Box Sub • IDECO 23-1/2” 475T RT • YC-225 Block • (2) CAT C-15 350KW MAGNAMAX Generators, (2) 30 DG Palatek Screw Comp & GE 9000 Switch Gear • (2) G.DENVER PZ-9 Pumps ea. /b CAT D398TA • (2) Pit 1,010 BBL Mud System w/ (2) Derrick FLC-503 Shakers • Double Life 2-Cone Desander • Derrick 10-Cone Desilter • (4) Agitators w/ 125 BBL Premix in Suction Pit • 4’ x 14’ Swing-Up Separator • VALVCON 6 Station Accumulator • 4-1/16” x 5M Choke Manifold • 12,500 Gal Fuel Tank • 620 BBL Water Tank
(All Engines Started and Full Maint. History Available)
YARD 7 – HENNESSEY, OK

BDW 450T Rig
Address: From the Junction of HWY 81 & HWY 51 (W Jack Choate Ave)
Go West ¾ Mile, North • Into
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thu 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: Shane @ (405) 420-4261 / Dustin @ (405) 802-7005
No Load Out Available

YARD 8 – FORT SMITH, AR

COOPER LTO 350 DD Well Service Rig 97’H x 175,000# SHL
FRANKS 550 SD Drill Rig 108’ x 300,000# SHL

1 of 2 – DRAGON Workforce 660 Triplex pb DET. S-60
1 of 6 – SULLAIR 1150-350 Drilling Comprs pb CAT C-15
**DRILL RIGS/ DP / DCs**

Engines Started 1/25/2019 w/ Engine Reports

1984 TAYLOR 750 s/d Drilling Rig p/b CAT 3408, ALLISON CLBT 5860 DB • 112′H x 350,000# SHL Hyd. Raised & Scoped • SJ PETRO 150-Ton Block/Hook • 350-Ton Elev. Links, Mtd. on 6-Axle Back In Carrier • 1980 FRANKS 550 s/d Drilling Rig p/b DET. S-60, ALLISON CLB 5860-4 • 108′H x 300,000# SHL Hyd. Raised & Scoped • SJ PETRO 150-Ton Block/Hook • M-D Weight Ind., Mtd on FRANKS 5-Axle Back-In Carrier • (7) SULLAIR 1150/350-950/500 Drilling Compressors p/b CAT C-15 • 3′H x 41′L Mud Boat / Base, 31′L Fold Out Ramp • 43′L Mudboat / Base w/ 20′L Ramp • 12′H x 26′W x 16′L 2-piece Sub w/ BOP Trolley, V-Door, 2-Section Steel Catwalk • 12′H x 8′W x 20′L Box on Box Step Down Sub, BOP Trolley, V-Door, 54′L Catwalk • I-R 11ESH Booster p/b CAT 3406 • ACE C425 Cooler w/ Scrubber • AIR-X 36VV Cooler w/ Scrubber • (3) Triplex Mist Pumps p/b Elec. Motors w/ Vol Tank • OILWELL & GASO Duplex Water Pumps p/b DEUTZ Diesel • (2) G-D GFG Duplex Pumps • (3) SJ PETRO 20.5 Rot. Table • IDECO 23″ Rot Table • (3) Split MB • CAT 455KW LC6 Gen p/b CAT 3456 & MARELLI 370KW Gen p/b CAT DITA 3406 Mtd. in 38′L House • MARELLI 440KW Gen p/b CAT 3406 & MARATHON 400KW Gen p/b J-D 6-Cyl. Mtd in 30′L House • G.DENVER PZ-8 p/b CAT D379PC w/ Damper, Charge & Lube Pumps • (2) DRAGON Workforce 660 Triplex p/b DET. S-60, NAT′L C-195 Torque, Damper, Charge & Lube Pumps • NAT′L K-500A Duplex p/b DET. 6V-71T, Damper HYDRIL GK 11′ 3M Ann Stack w/ SHAFFER Type E 11′ 3M Dbl, 3M JMP Choke • HYDRIL GK 11′ 5M Ann • SHAFFER 11′ 3M ANN • WSI 11′ 3M Dbl • ADVANCED PRESS. 80-Gal 3-Station Closing Unit w/ Air & Charge Pumps • 3-Station 50-Gal Closing Unit w/ Air & Charge Pumps • KOOMEY Type 80 3-Station Closing Unit w/ Air & Charge Pumps • (2) VORTEX Orbital 3000 Shakers • (2) SWACO ALS-II Shakers • (2) 500-Bbl Water Tank w/ Telescoping Doghouse • AMERITECH 41′L Tool pusher house • 10′L Parts House w/ QUINCY Electra Screw Comp • (15′L Parts House w/ QUINCY Comp) • (5) Parts Houses • (6) 632-Bbl 2-Tank Crimped Steel Mud Systems • (2) Water Tanks; 400 & 90-Bbl • (5) Fuel Tanks; 8,000, 4,000, 1,000, (2) 560-Gal • 1997 FRONTIER 500-Bbl Frac Tank • (4) 250-Ton Elev Links • (3) 150-Ton Elev. Links • (5) 200-Ton Swivels; NAT′L G-D, AMERICAN, IDECO, & EMSCO • (2) SKYTOP BREWSTER 45X • (4) 5-1/4 Hex Kelly′s • (6) BN Elevs • (4) Sets Rot. Tongs • (9) Slips • I-R HU40 & FAB2 Hoists • Subs • (6) Trash Bins • 8″ Lubricators • Luebster • (2) FIVE STAR & (1) MATHEY Wireline Units • (12) 8″ Slick Drill Collars w/ 6-5/8 reg Conn • (3) 7″ Spiral Collars w/ 4-1/2″ IF Conn • (83) 6-3-3/8″ Slick Drill Collars w/ 4-1/2″ KH Conn. (10-UNUSED) • (7) 6″ Slick Collars w/ 4″ H-90 Conn • (4) 3-1/8 Slick Drill Collars w/ 2-7/8 PAC Conn • (12) Sets of Pipe Racks 51,000′ 4-1/2″ Rng 2 16.60# Drill Pipe (WB & YB Racks)
YARD 9 – GLENBURN, ND

HODGSON ST14-14.2-400G One Piece Sub

Address: Do-All Industries
502 County Road S, Glenburn, ND 58740
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: Josh @ (701) 362-7419 or (701) 720-3406
Forklift for Hire

Bradен PD12 Winch
- HODGSON ST14-4.2-400G One Piece Sub (Incomplete), 14’W x 14’H x 51-1/2’L, 400,000# Casing & 350,000# Setback Cap., BOP Handling System
- (8) Hyd Jacks, Rot. Drive • DO-ALL 750HP D/D Drawworks Shell (Incomplete), Drum Drive Sprocket, Jackshaft Components, Roller Guide
- DO-ALL 13’10” W x 32’L Pump House Shell w/ MISSION 5x6x11 Charge Pump
- (3) OTECO Valves, Lube Pump, Heater, Fuel & Air Tanks, 4-Runner Skid • (3) DOALL 1,000HP Right Angle Boxes W/EATON Clutches • (15) RUFFNECK Heaters • 8x42 Brake Drums • 120-A85 Quad Sprocket • Sheaves • DIAMOND Chains • Mast & Hyd Raising Cyl. • V-Belts • 1000HP Fluid End & Dampener • Fluid Pumps • Gauges • 24” Clutch • 2010 TRANTER Super Charger

YARD 10 – THREE RIVERS, TX

HODGSON RAH 4005-P Rig w/ S16-14-500 1,000HP Drawworks w/ 1-1/8” Line, 42x10 Brake Flange, 120-4 Chain, (2) Jackshafts & 8”Wx42”Lx24”H Mounting Skid, 136’H x 13-1/2’W x 500,000# SHL Mast, Racking Board, 14’2” W x 16’H x 54’3” L Sub w/ BOP Handling System &

24 – 400 BBL Flow Back Tanks

Address: From Intersection of HWY 59 and I37- Go North on I37 to exit 72. Stay on access road to stop sign, go right, stay on north bound access rd. 2.2 miles. Gate on right.
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: Randall @ (832) 913-9001
No Load Out Available

FRAC TANKS

(24) 400 BBL ROUND FLOW BACK TANKS w/ 4” Manifold, Internal AFC Heat Coil / Streamline, ASME 9 Welds, Sloped Roof, Inspection, API 24” x 36” Cleanout, AFC “Sweet Float Gauge”, AM Gas Pulleys, Stainless Float Balls, ENVIRO-Lined and Skidded 12’ Dia x 20’ H
YARD 11 – ENID, OK

Address: G.A.W Oil
2611 N. 11th St, Enid, OK
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
Contact: Brian @ (580) 242-4481

No Load Out Available

FARM EQUIP / TRUCKS

KUBOTA L4400DT-1 4x4 Tractor w/ LA703A Bucket & RHINO 172 Bruch Hog (398 HRS) • RHINO BX72 Box Blade • Disc Harrow • Plow • Corral Gates & Panels • Barbwire/ Chain Mill Fencing

2013 DODGE RAM 5500 4x4 Roustabout Truck p/b CUMMINS Diesel, CM Bed w/ LINCOLN Ranger 250GXT Welder, Lead Reels, (2) RAMSEY 9,000# Winches, Poles, Pipe Threader, (82,646 Mi)
2012 PERFORMANCE 20'L T/A Utility Trrl. • 30'L T/A Pipe Trrl • (3) Sets of Pipe Racks 7,018' 2-7/8 EUE Tubing • 13,919' 2-3/8 EUE Tubing • Appx (600) 5/8-7/8 25'L Sucker Rods • (7) 125PSI

2013 Dodge Ram 550 4x4 Roustabout Truck

YARD 12 – GREELY, CO

Address: Affirm Oilfield Service
2840 F Street, Unit B, Greeley, CO 80631
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
Contact: Matt @ (970) 351-0148 / (970) 576-4450

Load Out Available

VALVES / ENGS

WAUKESHA VRG-155U 4-Cyl • FAIRBANKS MORSE Mod. Z • ARROW C-106

(46) JFC RTJ 10,000# Gate Valves w/ EFO’s; (14) 4-1/16” & (32) 2-9/16”
YARD 13 – ELMENDORF, TX

Address: Weatherford
19685 I-37 South, Elmendorf, Tx 78112
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: Rufus @ (210) 305-3256
Load Out Available

(3) NOV 4-1/16" x 15,000#, SNGL CT BOP, 3,000# Hyd Work PSI: (1) 2008, (2) 2012 (UNUSED)
(3) Hydra Rig CTU Gooseneck 72" • (2) Hydra Rig CTU Gooseneck 100"
(3) 2012, NOV Injector Test Stand,
Model: CTK2.50.00.000

YARD 14 – ELDERSBURG, MD

Address: 175 West Liberty Road,
Eldersburg MD, 21784
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: Ben @ (443) 546-7123
Load Out Available for Hire

YARD 15 – OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

Address: Washita Valley Enterprises,
1705 SE 59th St, Oklahoma City, OK 73129
Preview: Begins 2/18/2019
Checkout: Thru 3/15/2019 M-F, 8:00 – 4:00
By Appointment
Contact: (405) 670-5338
Load Out Available for Hire

HWDP / DRILL PIPE

(39 jts) 3-1/2” R2 HEVI-WATE Drill Pipe
(Slick & Spiral)
• (4,588') 148 jts, 3-1/2" 13.30# R2 E-75 WB Drill Pipe
• (36 jts) 4" R2 HEVI-WATE Drill Pipe
(Slick & Spiral)
• (1,302') 42 jts, 4" 14.40# R2 E-75 Mixed Grade Drill Pipe

(2,108') 68 jts, 4” 14.40# R2 G-105 WB Drill Pipe
(1,023') 33 jts , 4” 14.40# R2 S-135 Mixed Grade Drill Pipe
(837’) 27 jts 4” 14.40# & 15.70# R2 X-95 WB Drill Pipe